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01 Introduction
W

ith recent increase of mobile
payment solutions and the need
to access online services in countries
where people are progressively adopting
smart cards, non-banking services have
spread across the countries providing
services even in the most remote areas.
A decade ago, a new type of terminals
appeared, providing flexibility and
autonomy to solution providers.
The terminals allowed solution providers
to build their own service plateforms and
deploy them easily and quickly. Most
of these terminals are based on open
operating systems, allowing multiple
innovations of payment transactions
and
marketing
technologies
like
wallets, beacons associated with loyalty
programs, and beyond.
With the deployement of thousands of
terminals we encountered very specific
problematics that are mainly related to
market control for the recently rising
companies spreading their financial
services on cash driven markets.

As the market requirements evolve along
with the new payment services growth,
there is a need to secure transactions.
The first door for hackers being the
terminal, hackers and manufacturers
started playing their everlasting cats and
mouse game across the accessibility of
payment data and the overall system
integrity. Thus even if payment security
experts could confirm that EMV alone is
not enough to fully secure a smart card
payment terminal.
What to say about a terminal that has no
embeded smart card capability hence
no EMV1 nor PCI DSS2 certification?
We are aiming to show, merchants and
service providers, that the use of such
terminals (open OS terminals) is not
jeopardizing their businesses.

EMV: Eurocard Mastercard Visa
PCI DSS: Payment Card Industry Data Security
Standard

What is an open OS terminal?
During the past 10 years, smart
cards have evolved opening
their capabilities to contactless
payments. By doing so, traditional
payment terminals have followed
by offering contactless payment
capability among their mutliple
functionalitites. Their price has
kept increasing as more and more
functionalities have been added
on top of proprietary operating
systems.
Traditional
payment
terminals are now competing with
new challengers among which :
the smartphones and MobiPrint
devices progressively taking shares
on the non banking market space.
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02 The non-banking services ecosystem
How the non-banking services operate?

The role of the different actors
DISTRIBUTORS
Terminals are often provided by local distributors in each
country. The distributors are the main local actors for providing
maintenance services, reporting market evolutions and
customer’s needs to the terminals manufacturers. Distributor
has a full knowledge of the product and can provide the first
level support to the customers deploying their services via
the terminals. Distributors act as value added resellers as
well by providing themselves development capabilities and
support for integration to the backend.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Aiming at providing multiple services in a maximum point of
sales and shops, they use the terminals as an open door to
their services. Various types of shops or agents are enrolled
by service providers such as pharmacies, groceries, kiosks,
mobile vendors, etc.
Service providers, sell, rent or even give the terminals to
the enrolled agents. Thus, they are highly concerned by
the terminals’ reliability and efficiency. Of course, having a
terminal misused or deviated from its original work purpose
is a major prejudice to the service provider’s business and
revenue.
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02- The non-banking services ecosystem
As such, the terminal must provide the necessary protections
for being used in a proper way and avoid any harm to its data
integrity and performance.
AGENTS
They are the first users of the service platform and the main
actors in distributing the services to the final consumers.
The agents have a key role in the value chain as they are
the main vehicles of the service provider’s image and they
know the consumers better than anyone else. The agents are
rewarded by the service provider for any transaction they do
via their service platform.
The same agent can be enrolled by several service providers
at the same time and are really an asset for the service
providers businesses. The service providers reward their
agents to encourage them in using their services instead of
the competitors’ services. The reward rate can change from
a service to another and, of course, from a service provider
to another. Each service provider supplies a terminal to the
agents. Thus, agents can use several terminals each one
being provided by a different service provider.
The interest of an agent is to be able to drive a maximum
number of consumers to his shop. Thus, having multiple
services available in his point of sale is a good asset for both
agents and service provider.

MANUFACTURERS
They design, develop and sell the terminals, they are very
concerned about market evolution and customer satisfaction.
Their main goal is to deploy the higher number of terminals
together with the customers and distributors. They usually
build relationship of close contact with the distributors and
provide advanced technical support. The distributors are their
body and eyes outside their country borders.
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03 The advantages of a locked terminal
Contradictive interests between the agents and the service
providers.

The hacking threat
Agents get several terminals for providing equivalent services
from different service providers, they are rewarded differently
from one service provider to another. This leads to having
devices hacked to get the best use for the agents.

Service provider

Agent

- has the ownership
of the terminals

- use the terminal and
gets it as a free tool

- wants to protect his
deployed terminals,
to avoid competition
using them

- can partnership
with several service
providers. Thus,
can borrow several
terminals from
competing services

-won’t allow agents
using a competitor’s
application on his
terminal

-aim at having one
terminal used for
several service
providers platforms
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03- The advantages of a locked terminal
Consequences of using a non-temper proof terminal

Service
Provider

Terminal Locked

Terminal Unlocked

- Maintain revenue

- Revenue decreases

- Can surpass
- Service provider
competition by
buys the terminals
enrolling more agents and competition is
using them
Agent

Service
Provider
Competitors

market shares by phasing out their efforts.
Consequently, the business becomes volume driven and
hiring agents in number becomes a key differentiator for
business increase compared to the competition.

«No one can build his security upon the
nobleness of another person»

- Revenue not
optimized

- Revenue increase
and better optimized

Willa Cather, Alexander’s Bridge

- Use as many
terminals as
agreements open
with service providers

- Only one device
used to provide
multiple services
with different carriers

The service provider’s business partially depends on the
reliability and integrity of the terminals.
On top of preventing the terminal from being hacked and
letting it open to any misuse that goes against the owner’s
business. Several ways of causing harm to a service provider’s
business through a terminal have been identified up to now.

- Cannot use the
- Get revenue
terminals as their own without investing on
terminals
- Need to invest in
their own devices

Locking the terminals against fraud tentative and hacking is
the best way for the service provider to guarantee an optimized
revenue increase and avoid getting competitors wining

Other threats
Malware installed on the terminal
Critical system applications removed from the terminal
Firmware modified
Stored critical data hacked
Critical settings unprotected
Terminal to server connection subject to man in the
middle attacks
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04 How to secure the terminals?
The existing solutions

the service provider only.

SYSTEM INTEGRITY CONTROL
This part is often left to the delicate care of the manufacturer.
But it is better to secure this from both the manufacturer and
the service provider sides. Where the manufacturer has hands
on the firmware, the service provider can build his application
such as to give it the ability to verify that the environment is
the right one and thus that the conditions are gathered for it to
run in an authenticated environment.

TOKENISATION
For credit card payment transactions, sensitive data for making
an online payment like credit card number and expiration
date, is kept secretly stored by a third party called “Token
Requestor” and is never transmitted even if encrypted.
Tokens replace the sensitive data and are generated in such
a way that there is absolutely no identifiable link between
the token and the data itself. The token is a one time usable
payment data. Making it impossible for a hacker to retrieve the
real credit card identity.
The same principle can be used for non credit card payment
transactions where the sensitive data included in a payment
transaction are always kept secret and only tokens are
exchanged between the client and the server to make the
overall system even more robust against hackers attacks.
This system can be setup by the service provider working
together with a Token Requestor for even better security.

POINT TO POINT ENCRYPTION
Various ways are possible for transmitting data securely. TLS
(Transport Layer Security) is one of them.
TLS enables authentication of the server, data encryption and
verification of transmitted data’s integrity.
Combined with RSA (Rivest–Shamir–Adleman) asymetric
cryptography algorithm, TLS is a very good way to secure
transactions using a terminal connected to a server.
This secure link need to be implemented by both the
manufacturer and the service provider. In one hand, the
terminal must support TLS and the latest encryption
algorithms and on the other hand, the service provider must
use a secure server and implement the necessary encryption
methods to make the overall connection secure. Using such
an encryption method requires a backend equipment for
cyphering and decyphering the data which can be done by

TAMPERING DETECTION
Hackers are resourceful; thus, they know better than anyone
else that there is always a way to get in. They put tremendous
efforts in finding the weaknesses of the system. But, hiding
evidences of tampering is also a very tricky operation, hence,
tamper detection by any means allows, when the worst has
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04- How to secure the terminals?
already happened, to prevent using the terminal when the
device’s integrity has been violated.
In this case as well, both the manufacturer and the service
provider can implement detection functionalities or tools
for at least identifying and isolating a terminal that has been
hacked.

The MobiPrint terminal lock solution

How to fight against different hacking threats?

MobiPrint Terminal Lock (MTL) is a palet of different locks,
protections and verifications that are implemented from
both terminal’s side and applicative’s side. They prevent the
terminals of being victims to fraud attempts.

Threats

Manufacturer

Service Provider

Man
in the
middle

Data encryption and
Tokensation

Secured link between
terminal and server.
SSL / TLS

MTL, by definition, is a both sides cooperative work between
MobiIoT and the service provider.
Implementing it on one side only will do a part of the job which
is way not enough for providing the minimum protection to the
data and transactions. MTL has different layers depending on
which functionality is being the subject of improvement and
changes.

Accessing Data encryption
sensitive Tampering detection
local data

Avoid storing
unencrypted sensitive
data

MTL Layer 1: External layer. Hardware ports and physical
integrity of the hardware.

Malware
install

Restrict application
install

Tokenisation

Firmware
modified

Restrict the upgrade
of the terminal
Tampering detection

System Integrity
control

Settings
change

Lock access to settings

Lock access to settings

MTL Layer 2: Intermediate layer which includes firmware and
drivers
MTL Layer 3: Applicative layer. Which includes the protections
that need to be implemented by the service provider within his
application for verifying the environment and process overall
terminal system checks before running. This layer also grants
a minimum security to the data that are stored and exchanged
with the server mainly by using encryption.
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05 Conclusion
When it comes to payment transactions and
financial services, the overall system must
be protected. Which means that the service
provider who provides the platform, backend
and frontend must build a complete security
policy to protect all the elements of his system
including the terminals.
Open OS terminals can be used if the service
provider and the manufacturer work closely to
implement all the necessary locks to protect the
overall system and business.
We have proven by working with well known
banks, MNOs, and numerous service providers
that open OS terminals have a great future ahead
of them.
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